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Abstract. Interoperability refers to the ability of two or more systems or components to 
exchange information and to use the information that has been exchanged. The importance 
of interoperability has grown together with the adoption of Digital Information Networks 
(DINs). DINs refer to information networks supported by telecommunication infrastructures 
and terminated by microprocessors. With an upcoming interest in services science and trans-
sector business models, a stronger driver arises to further break the interoperability barriers 
across sectors. In this paper, we propose a novel model to address trans-sector digital 
interoperability, which by definition involves interoperability across different economic 
sectors connected by DINs. Particularly, we specify how a well known interoperability 
framework, the ATHENA framework, should be adapted for the economic sector plane. 
Based on data from the Eurostat survey on ICT usage and e-Commerce in enterprises, we 
illustrate how conclusions about trans-sector interoperability can be extracted and 
technological implications can be derived. 
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1.1 Introduction 

IT systems interoperability is a growing interest area, mainly motivated by the 
need of integrating new, legacy and evolving systems [5]. Interoperability refers to 
the “ability of two or more systems or components to exchange information and to 
use the information that has been exchanged” [12]. The importance of 
interoperability has increased together with the adoption of Digital Information 
Networks (DINs). DINs refer to information networks supported by 
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telecommunication infrastructures and terminated by microprocessors. DINs 
support the digital economy: an economy that is based on digital goods and 
services in any of the production, distribution and consumption stages. 

According to the ATHENA framework [5], interoperability takes place, at least, 
at four levels: business, process, service and information. In this paper, we 
investigate trans-sector digital interoperability, which by definition involves 
interoperability across different economic sectors connected through DINs. We 
define sector as a cluster of organisations performing homogeneous activities. 

Sectors such as Healthcare, Education or Transport have different societal roles 
[1]. Therefore, enterprises from different sectors are inherently not competing in 
the same market, since they provide different products or services. Besides sectors 
operating in the same traditional value chains, the invisible hand of the markets 
does not lead enterprises to look across the boundaries of their own sector. With an 
upcoming interest in services science [20] and novel trans-sector business models 
[2], sometimes with more intangible social or environmental outcomes (e.g. 
eGovernment), a stronger driver arises to break the interoperability barriers across 
sectors. 

Bastiaansen and Baken [3] conceptualise two approaches for trans-sector 
interoperability: 1) top-down interoperability: the functionality to be realised must 
be leading in the IT system development process. Thus, the business requirements 
must be top-down translated into trans-sector implementations. A method for this 
approach is Model Driven Architecture (MDA) (e.g. the ATHENA framework); 2) 
bottom-up interoperability: trans-sector processes require the integration of the 
existing functions provided by the individual sectors. Such integration requires rich 
and unambiguous syntactic and semantic description of the IT functions provided 
by the sectors. A method for this approach is Semantic Web Services (SWS). 

The ATHENA framework gives a good starting point for designing a top-down 
interoperability model, but it should be taken from the enterprise plane to the 
economic sector plane. In this paper, based upon the ATHENA framework, we 
propose a novel model to address trans-sector digital interoperability. Particularly, 
we specify how the ATHENA framework should be adapted for the economic 
sector plane. With this model, we follow the top-down interoperability approach 
principle of identifying the business requirements before translating them into 
trans-sector implementations. Naturally, the model described is also useful in a 
bottom-up interoperability approach, because it helps to define syntactic and 
semantic descriptions of IT systems, potentially with direct business value. To 
validate the usefulness of the model, we describe how to derive technological 
implications from the application of the model.  

This paper is organised as follows. In section 1.2, we describe the state of the 
art regarding trans-sector digital interoperability. In section 1.3, we introduce a set 
of mechanisms that serves as the base for the model proposed in this paper. In 
section 1.4, we provide an overview of the complete model. Finally, in section 1.5, 
we draw some conclusions and indicate directions for future work. 
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1.2 State of the art 

Traditionally, scientific research on IT interoperability is a bottom-up process. 
Examples of this approach are semantic web service frameworks such as IRS-II 
[23], OWL-S [26] and WSMF [10]. Compared to IRS-II and OWL-S, WSMF takes 
a more business-oriented approach, focusing on a set of e-commerce requirements 
for Web services. But in practice, it lacks a top-down view of business 
requirements to make the components it describes (ontologies, goal repositories 
and mediators) more concrete for business purposes. Bottom-up semantic 
interoperability already evolved to standardisation efforts [13]. Motivation for this 
research comes from Virtual Enterprises (VE), Virtual Organisations (VO), 
Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW), Workflow Management 
System (WFMS), Process-Centred Environments (PCEs), etc. 

ATHENA [5], a recent European project on interoperability, attempted a top-
down approach. The uniqueness of this project lies in its multidisciplinary 
character, merging three research areas: 1) enterprise modelling to identify 
business requirements; 2) architectures and platforms to define implementation 
frameworks; and 3) ontologies to identify interoperability semantics. 

Figure 1.1 presents the ATHENA reference model indicating the required and 
provided artefacts of two connected enterprises. Interoperation can take place at 
various levels (enterprise/business, process, service and information/data). For 
each of these levels, a model-driven interoperability approach is prescribed where 
models are used to formalise and exchange the provided and required artefacts that 
must be negotiated and agreed upon. 

 

 
Fig. 1.1 ATHENA reference model 

 
One ATHENA meta model is particularly relevant to our work: the Cross-

organisational Business Process (CBP) model. The CBP tries to capture tasks and 
relationships from the different parties involved in cross-organisational business 
processes. One example of a process is a retailer-manufacturer cooperation: 1) a 
supplier sends a request for quotation to the manufacturer; 2) the manufacturer 
checks the stock; and 3) the manufacturer accepts the quotation and responds with 
an order. 
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To our knowledge, no one has yet took the effort of breaking the meta concept 
of process into more refined terms, particularly at a general and complete, but 
necessarily abstract, economic plane. Here lies the value and originality of our 
work: breaking the concept of process at an economic trans-sector plane to be used 
in an interoperability framework as the ATHENA. The novelty of our trans-sector 
approach for interoperability can be verified by a conclusion taken in [19]: the 
theoretical and empirical support for the relation between DINs and economic 
productivity is still inconclusive. Even economists focusing on understanding the 
economic importance of DINs, thus DINs' business value, still struggle to clarify it. 
In [19], a framework contributing to clarify this relation has been laid down which 
serves as the base for our trans-sector interoperability model described in this 
paper. 

Other projects have taken further action to meet the recognised need to clarify 
the concept of process for deriving technological requirements. Pratl et. al [27] 
introduce an eighth layer in the OSI model defining profiles for (manufacturing) 
control purposes. Bauer et. al [4] extend the OSI model with human factors, 
providing a conceptual tool to facilitate the discussions in human-computer-
interaction disciplines. 

1.3 Capabilities 

Productivity refers to a summarised measure of performance (P), based on the ratio 
of the total value of output (O) divided by the total value of input (I) (see [15]): 
P=O/I. In this section, we describe a set of mechanisms (defined as capabilities) 
which take an economic agent using DINs to a higher level of productivity. Any 
mechanism incrementing productivity leads to business value. Unlike mere 
operational functions (e.g. routing, forwarding, transferring, etc), the mechanisms 
identified are part of the interface between business and service. These 
mechanisms are generally applicable to economic agents across all sectors. Thus, 
they are the mechanisms required to identify a model for trans-sector digital 
interoperability. Before describing this set of mechanisms, we start by referring to 
the concept of externality to introduce a definition of economic agent. From here, 
follows a definition of capability, which is our conceptualisation of a direct causal 
mechanism linking DINs to sectoral productivity. 

Network externality can be defined as a change in productivity that an 
individual achieves when the number of other individuals using DINs changes. 
This allows, in principle, to separate the value of productivity into two distinct 
parts. One component, the autarky value, is the productivity value if there are no 
other individuals using DINs. The other component, the connection value, is the 
additional productivity value achieved when multiple other individuals are using 
DINs. The latter value is the essence of DINs' externality effects. Using the 
definition of connection value, we define economic agent in the following way: an 
economic agent is any entity from an economic environment which may achieve an 
additional productivity value when multiple other individuals are using DINs. 
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Examples of agents are researchers using DINs to search for knowledge and 
companies marketing their products on-line. An agent explores personal and 
intrinsic capabilities to become more productive within his economic environment. 
For example, consumer A meets supplier B to acquire a production input at a lower 
price. The capability of A and B to meet each other will make both more 
productive. From a thorough literature review on the relation between information, 
digital infrastructures and productivity, we have come across time and time again 
with a relevant set of six capabilities of a productive economic agent, which are 
directly dependent on DINs and impact productivity. We define capability as: 
capability is a quality of the economic agent used for productive purposes and 
directly effected by DINs. In the following subsections we describe these six 
capabilities, which are generally applicable to agents across all economic sectors. 

1.3.1 Coordinativity 

Coordination is "the act of managing interdependencies between activities 
performed to achieve a goal" (see [21]). It arises, effecting productivity, when the 
agent has to choose between actions, the order of the actions matters and/or the 
time at which the actions are carried out matters. This leads to: coordinativity is the 
capability of an economic agent to manage interdependencies between activities 
with other agents to jointly achieve a common goal. 

Coordinativity prevents conflicts, waste of efforts, and squandering resources, 
and assures focus, while trying to accomplish a common goal. The work of 
Kandori et. al [16] has triggered much interest in coordination games. Important 
research results concern the impact of different network structures in coordination. 
In a survey, 45% of the respondents identified DINs as a driver to reorganise work 
practices (see [14]). More specifically, on-line remote monitoring can be seen as a 
good example of an application of digital coordination. 

1.3.2 Cooperativity 

Cooperation can be defined as “acting together with a common purpose” (see 
[11]). Sharing information helps agents aligning their individual incentives with 
outcomes. Assuming proper behaviour, if absolute incentives are more 
advantageous over relative incentives, the agents cooperate. Both inter- and intra-
organisational cooperation have been object of study since the work of Marshall 
[22]. Good examples are joint ventures. This leads to: cooperativity is the 
capability of an economic agent to align his personal goals with different 
individual goals from other agents for a common purpose. 

In practice, it is often hard to distinguish cooperativity from coordinativity. 
Conceptually, the main differences are: 1) in coordinativity the agents share 
exactly the same goals, while in cooperativity the agents share only partially 
aligned goals; and 2) in coordinativity the relation between the agents is critically 
dependent on time, while in cooperativity the agents relate to each other typically 
off-line. Although the experimental literature on cooperation is vast, only a few 
papers consider the role of networks in this process (see e.g. [31]). Supply and 
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demand matching with on-line trading is an important practical example of the 
importance of DINs for cooperativity. 

1.3.3 Adoptativity 

Nelson and Winter [24] state that firms improve their productivity by adopting 
technological and organisational solutions from the most innovative firms. 
Examples are informal associations and product advertisement. Important 
dimensions to be accounted are the level of codification and the extent to which the 
knowledge fits in a set of interdependent elements. This leads to: adoptativity is the 
capability of an economic agent to adopt knowledge from other agents. 

There is a vast literature studying adoptativity using network analysis. It started 
with Ryan and Gross [28] studying adoption of pesticides by rural sociologists, and 
Coleman et. al [7] studying the adoption of medicines. Many examples could be 
cited showing the value of digital networks to exchange knowledge. A good 
example is e-learning between students. 

1.3.4 Creativity 

Agents can increase their productivity by creating new knowledge following from 
collaborating with other agents to address operational inefficiencies. Their 
motivation to collaborate comes from their limited specialised knowledge and 
changes in their environment. Organisations that best address crucial information 
gaps through their information network structures may be more able to create novel 
knowledge. This leads to: creativity is the capability of an economic agent to 
create new knowledge, unknown to him before and to his collaborative agents. 

The relevance of DINs for collaborative research is well recognised (see [25]), 
and evidences have been found that organisations that use them more intensively, 
innovate more (see [17]). A trade-off exists between the rate of information 
gathering and the rate of environmental change. A good example of creativity is 
research in universities. 

1.3.5 Selectivity 

Selection is the process of scanning for the unknown or generating courses of 
action that improve on known alternatives (see [6]). For maximal productivity, the 
agent has to decide for a stopping point in an uncertain environment, while keeping 
computational requirements within limits. This leads to: selectivity is the capability 
of an economic agent to scan and value information from other agents, generating 
courses of action that improve on known alternatives.  

The role of information networks has been extensively acknowledged in this 
process (see [32]). A practical proposal accounting the value of networks in the 
process of selection has been made by Saaty [29]. This framework has been used 
for interdependent information system project selection. On-line job hunting and 
Google.com are good examples of selectivity using DINs. 
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1.3.6 Negotiability 

Negotiability occurs when exchange happens between unfamiliar partners or when 
evaluating new courses of action. Negotiation grows in importance with the 
perception that potential downside effects of a wrong decision can be large and 
costly to reverse. Negotiability mechanisms include signalling (e.g. give guarantees 
to buy) and screening (e.g. give certificates to sell). Economic literature further 
distinguishes between one shot and repeated contracts. This leads to: negotiability 
is the capability of an economic agent to bargain with other agents for lower 
exchange costs. 

Kranton and Minehart [18] developed a model in which the prices are 
determined by a bargaining process rather than an English auction. However, the 
precise influence of the network structure in negotiation processes has not been 
intensively studied yet. On-line stock trading activities are a good example of the 
importance of DINs for negotiability. 

1.4 Trans-sector interoperability model 

 

 
Fig. 1.2 Trans-sector interoperability model 

 

Figure 1.2 resumes our model for trans-sector interoperability. Naturally, it is 
based upon the ATHENA model of figure 1.1, but specifies the general processes 
for the trans-sector (economic) plane. The processes are the capabilities referred in 
the previous section. In this context, it makes more sense to talk about inter-sector 
interactions rather than inter-enterprise interactions. Naturally, being sectors 
clusters of enterprises, these capabilities are also applicable to inter-enterprise 
interactions. 

The scheme represents the four layers of sectors A and B: DINs and other IT 
(e.g. computer terminals), service, processes and business. The middle part shows 
the various capabilities/processes analysed in this paper, symbolising how 
exploiting these capabilities increases productivity when DINs are used for 
interaction between sectors. The capabilities are shown in random order. In the 
future, however, we would like to input some structure to the order of the 
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capabilities. Intuitively, we would expect productivity to be more sensible to some 
of these capabilities. For example, creativity is a source for innovations which 
might have a profound effect on productivity. Selectivity, on the other hand, seems 
to be an input to other capabilities (e.g. adoptativity). Therefore, it might be more 
complicated to correlate data on selectivity with data on productivity. 

DINs are the infrastructure which enables the economic agents to use these 
capabilities to increase their productivity, regardless of the specific sectors they are 
dealing with on a case to case basis. These capabilities are generally applicable to 
agents across all economic sectors. Therefore, at an aggregated macro level, our 
model may help to manage and control trans-sector interoperability, productivity, 
and innovation on a national or even global scale from a capabilities point of view. 

Figure 1.3 is an attempt to quantify the importance of coordinativity and 
adoptativity for different economical sectors. The data source used is the Eurostat 
survey on ICT usage and e-Commerce in enterprises [9]. The amount of data is 
quite significant, spanning the years from 2002 to 2008, various countries from 
EU, with regional and sectoral breakdowns, for a large collection of different 
aspects related to the use of ICT in enterprises. For this paper, only data from 2007 
for the Netherlands has been used. For both subfigures, the proxy variable used for 
DINs is “have access to Internet” (reference is e_iacc). For coordinativity, the 
proxy variable used is “use of systems for managing production, logistics or 
service operations (reference is e_lnkpls). For adoptativity, the proxy variable is 
“purpose of the Internet (as a customer): training and education” (reference is 
e_iedu). The numerical references in the figures (e.g. 10+:72) refer to more refined 
aggregations of enterprises (e.g. a particular type of manufacturing enterprises). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1.3 Importance of coordinativity (left) and adoptativity (right) per sector 

 
The limitations of the data only allow us to take preliminary and exemplifying 

conclusions. For example, coordinativity seems to be more important for the 
manufacturing sector than for real estate, renting and business activities sector. The 
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inverse could be said for adoptativity: the manufacturing sector performs less 
online training and education than the real estate, renting and business activities 
sector. These figures could be considerably improved at least in three ways: 1) the 
Eurostat only collects data for particular economic sectors (e.g. manufacturing). 
Other sectors are not observed (e.g. the education sector). For a full overview of 
trans-sector interoperability, all the sectors should be evaluated; 2) the sector 
classification used is the Classification of Economic Activities in the European 
Community (NACE). Some sectors classified are hardly understandable (e.g. the 
“production” sector). There is no worldwide consensus is any classification, and 
furthermore, classifications evolve over time as the relevance of specific activity 
clusters varies. A proper sector classification has to be used that discriminates 
sectors in a clear and relevant way. Worldwide, the UN International Standard 
Industrial Classification (ISIC) [30] classification seems to be the preferred one; 
and 3) the proxies used for the capabilities should be composed measures of 
various available data source variables. E.g. coordinativity could also have been 
measured with the variable “use invoicing and paying systems” (reference is 
e_lnkpay). 

After understanding which capabilities are more relevant for the different 
sectors, a survey to IT departments of representative enterprises of the different 
sectors could be done to investigate which IT applications are commonly used to 
address those capabilities (e.g. online agenda applications for coordinativity). 
Finally, these IT applications should be analysed concerning the fulfilment of 
interoperability requirements (e.g. use of open standards). Hence, conclusions 
could be extracted concerning the status of trans-sector interoperability. 
Furthermore, technological requirements for those IT applications could be derived 
to increase trans-sector interoperability. The procedure described in the previous 
paragraph will be used in our future work. 

1.5 Conclusion and future work 

Generally, we conclude that current interoperability architectural models do not 
take a full top-down approach when translating business requirements into 
technological implementations. The ATHENA model gives a good starting point 
for designing such a top-down interoperability model, but it should be taken from 
the enterprise plane to the economic sector plane. One of the model's levels 
requiring adaptation is the processes level. 

To address the economic plane of interoperability, we propose a trans-sector 
interoperability model based upon a set of mechanisms (defined as capabilities) 
which take an economic agent using DINs to a higher level of productivity. Any 
mechanism incrementing productivity leads to business value. Unlike mere 
operational functions (e.g. routing, forwarding, transferring, etc), the mechanisms 
identified are part of the interface between business and service. These 
mechanisms are generally applicable to economic agents across all sectors. Thus, 
they are the mechanisms required to identify a model for trans-sector digital 
interoperability. Using data from the Eurostat survey on ICT usage and e-
Commerce in enterprises, we have made a preliminary attempt to quantify the 
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importance of two capabilities (coordinativity and adoptativity) for different 
economical sectors. Although their relative relevance and orthogonality should still 
be investigated, from our thorough literature review, we are confident to state that 
these capabilities most probably form a complete set. However, it should be noted 
that we only took economic capabilities into account. Human and social factors are 
also important, but are not yet included. Our future work goes along six directions: 
1) the capabilities described in this paper are used by an economic agent to  
rationally navigate through a production space problem. However, other factors are 
affected by DINs that, indirectly, affect productivity, particularly human (e.g. 
limitations in information sensing) and social factors (e.g. trust). Thus, further 
development of the model is required to include these factors; 2) we aim to 
functionally decompose the capabilities of the model to test if they overlap. From 
here, commonalities between the capabilities might be revealed; 3) further 
integration of the model with the top-down interoperability framework ATHENA; 
4) perform a thorough analysis to understand which capabilities are more relevant 
for the different sectors; 5) perform a survey to representative enterprises from 
different sectors to understand which IT applications are commonly used to 
address the capabilities, and analyse these IT applications concerning the 
fulfilment of interoperability requirements; and 6) extract conclusions about trans-
sector interoperability and derive technological requirements for IT applications to 
increase trans-sector interoperability. 
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